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A girl on the 
shore   
Inio Asano   
GR F ASA   
 
When Koume and 
Keisuke's relationship 
begins to take shape, 
it is apparent that they 
are both searching for 
something. Maybe 
Keisuke wants 
something more than 
a kiss from the fair 
Koume. Maybe 

Koume is looking for someone better than Misaki, 
the local playboy. But what they find in each other 
over the course of a summer might be far greater 
than anything they were expecting.  
 
Their lives are going to change. And this will all 
transpire before high school exams!  

Goodnight 
Punpun   
Inio Asano   
GR F ASA  
 
A Japanese manga 
about Onodera 
Punpun, a normal 
child depicted in the 
form of a bird. The 
story follows him as 
he copes with his 
dysfunctional family 
and friends, his love 
interest, his 

oncoming adolescence and his hyperactive mind.  

What did you eat 
yesterday?  
Fumi Yoshinaga   
GR F YOS  
 
Shiro Kakei, lawyer by 
day and gourmand by 
night, lives with his 
boyfriend, Kenji 
Yabuki, an out-going 
salon stylist. While the 
pair navigate the 
personal and 
professional 
minefields of modern 

gay life, Kenji serves as enthusiastic taste-tester for 
Shiro’s wide and varied made-from-scratch meals.  
 
Fumi Yoshinaga’s slice-of-LGBT-life series was 
nominated for the first Manga Taisho Award and 
received a jury recommendation at the 13th Japan 
Media Arts Festival Awards.  

Helter 
skelter : 
fashion 
unfriendly  
Kyōko Okazaki   
GR F OKA   
 
If you are aware 
of fashion in 
Japan you must 
have seen Liliko's 
face. For the last 
few years she has 
been at the top of 

the modeling world, with her face and body 
promoting the biggest brands. But as everyone who 
is in this world admits, staying on top is a constant 
and never ending battle. There are always new 
faces introduced to the public. Younger models and 
new looks are brought into the fold every season. 
And keeping that position means learning to adapt 
and learning to cope with change.  

ADULTS 



My lesbian 
experience with 
loneliness    
Nagata Kabi 
YA GR B 741.5952 
NAG  
 
The heart-rending 
autobiographical 
manga that's taken the 
internet by storm! My 
Lesbian Experience 
with Loneliness is an 
honest and heartfelt 
look at one young 

woman's exploration of her sexuality, mental well-
being, and growing up in our modern age. Told 
using expressive artwork that invokes both laughter 
and tears, this moving and highly entertaining single 
volume depicts not only the artist's burgeoning 
sexuality, but many other personal aspects of her 
life that will resonate with readers.  

Cube arts  
Tomomi Usui, et al. 
YA GR F USU  
 
After high school 
student Takuto is 
selected as a beta 
tester for the new 
sandbox-style video 
game, Cube arts, a 
log out error traps him 
and his friends inside 
the game. 

A silent voice   
Yoshitoki Oima  
YA GR F OIM   
 
Shoya is a bully. 
When Shoko, a girl 
who can't hear, 
enters his elementary 
school class, she 
becomes their 
favorite target, and 
Shoya and his friends 
goad each other into 
devising new tortures 
for her. But the 

children's cruelty goes too far. Shoko is forced to 
leave the school, and Shoya ends up shouldering all 
the blame. Six years later, the two meet again. Can 
Shoya make up for his past mistakes, or is it too 
late?  

Godchild    
Kaori Yuki 
YA GR F YUK  
 
Deep in the heart of 
19th century London, 
a young nobleman 
named Cain walks the 
shadowy cobblestone 
streets of the 
aristocratic society into 
which he was born. 
Forced to become an 
earl upon the untimely 
death of his father, 

Cain assumes the role of head of the Hargreaves, a 
noble family with a dark past. With Riff, his faithful 
manservant, and Mary Weather, his 10-year-old half 
sister, Cain investigates the mysterious crimes that 
seem to follow him wherever he goes.  

 
TEENS  



Servamp  
Strike Tanaka  
YA GR F TAN   
 
When a stray black 
cat named Kuro 
crosses Shirota 
Mahiru's path, the 
high school 
freshman's life will 
never be the same 
again. Kuro is, in 
fact, no ordinary 
feline, but a 
servamp: a servant 

vampire. While Mahiru's personal philosophy is 
laissez-faire, he soon becomes embroiled in an 
ancient, altogether surreal war between vampires 
and humans.  

Tsubasa world 
chronicle : 
niraikanai   
Clamp   
YA GR F CLA 
 
After successfully 
collecting Sakura's 
memories and 
defeating Fei Wang, 
Syaoran, Kurogane, 
Fai, and Mokona 
must continue their 
journey to a parallel 
universe that seems 

to be a peaceful paradise.  

Chibi vampire  
Yuna Kagesaki  
YA GR F KAG  
 
Karin Maaka is the 
middle child in a 
family 
of vampires who 
immigrated to 
Japan two centuries 
earlier. Unlike the 
rest of her family, 
Karin does not feed 
on blood, she 
produces it. As a 

result, she is forced to bite others to expel the extra 
blood, lest she suffer exaggerated nose-bleeds. She 
also exhibits no normal vampire traits, and instead 
lives her life just as an ordinary teenage girl would. 
She can go outside during the day, attends high 
school, and follows the sleep pattern of normal 
humans.  

The ancient 
magus' bride  
Kore Yamazaki  
YA GR F YAM  
 
Hatori Chise has 
lived a life full of 
neglect and abuse, 
devoid of anything 
resembling love. Far 
from the warmth of 
family, she has had 
her share of troubles 
and pitfalls. Just 
when all hope 

seems lost, a fateful encounter awaits her. When a 
man with the head of a beast, wielding strange 
powers, obtains her through a slave auction, Chise's 
life will never be the same again. The man is a 
"magus," a sorcerer of great power, who decides to 
free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus 
then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his 
apprentice--and his bride!  

TEEN 
FANTASY 
 



Emma  
Kaoru Mori  
YA GR F MOR  
 
Set in Victorian 
London at the end of 
the 19th century, 
Emma is the story of 
a housemaid who 
falls in love with a 
member of the 
gentry. However, the 
young man's family 
disapproves of him 
associating with 

people of the lower classes.   

Dramacon  
Svetlana Chmakova  
YA GR F CHM  
 
Dramacon focuses 
on Christie Leroux, a 
fledgling teenage 
writer who is 
debuting her manga 
with her artist 
boyfriend, Derek 
Hollman, at her 
first anime 
convention. Christie 
endures Derek 

ignoring her along with the culture shock of men in 
schoolgirl uniforms. During the three-day 
convention, Christie meets Lida Zeff, a famous 
manga artist and writer, who gives her advice on 
improving her manga, and Matt Green, a mysterious 
sun-glasses wearing cosplayer, whom she develops 
feelings for.   

Pearl pink  
Meca Tanaka  
YA GR F TAN  
 
Buckle up and get 
ready for a bumpy 
ride down the road 
to true love!  
 
When the sweet, 
bubbly, and 
somewhat clumsy 
Tamako sets her 
sights on the ever-
so-serious Kanji, 

it's more than a struggle to get the romance to 
spark. But the challenge becomes even tougher--
Tamako's mom is the top money-maker at the talent 
agency run by Kanji's dad. Tamako must conceal 
her identity to protect her mom's secret, but she's 
determined to win the heart of Kanji.  

The devil does 
exist  
Takanashi Mitsuba   
YA GR F TAK   
 
High school is hard 
for Kayano. When 
she tries to confess 
her love to the kind 
but distant Yuichi, 
the school bully 
Takeru makes her 
life hell. But things 
get worse when 
Kayano's mother 
gets engaged to 

Takeru's father, the school principal! How will she 
cope with having the devil himself living in her own 
home?  

 TEEN 
 ROMANCE 
 



Bakuman 
Tsugumi Ohba & 
Takeshi Obata   
YA GR F OBA   
 
Average student 
Moritaka Mashiro 
enjoys drawing for 
fun. When his 
classmate and 
aspiring writer Akito 
Takagi discovers his 
talent, he begs 
Moritaka to team up 
with him as a manga-

creating duo. But what exactly does it take to make 
it in the manga-publishing world? Moritaka is 
hesitant to seriously consider Akito's proposal 
because he knows how difficult reaching the 
professional level can be. Still, encouragement from 
persistent Akito and motivation from his crush push 
Moritaka to test his limits!  

One-punch man   
One   
YA GR F ONE  
 
Nothing about 
Saitama passes the 
eyeball test when it 
comes to 
superheroes, from his 
lifeless expression to 
his bald head to his 
unimpressive 
physique. However, 
this average-looking 
guy has a not-so-

average problem--he just can't seem to find an 
opponent strong enough to take on! Every time a 
promising villain appears, he beats the snot out 'em 
with one punch!  

One piece   
Eiichiro Oda   
YA GR F ODA   
 
As a child, Monkey 
D. Luffy dreamed of 
becoming King of the 
Pirates. But his life 
changed when he 
accidentally gained 
the power to stretch 
like rubber.. at the 
cost of never being 
able to swim again! 
Years later, Luffy 

sets off in search of the "One Piece", said to be the 
greatest treasure in the world...  

Case closed  
Gosho Aoyama   
YA GR F AOY   
 
Jimmy Kudo, the son 
of a world-renowned 
mystery writer, is a 
high school detective 
who has cracked the 
most baffling of 
cases. One day while 
on a date with his 
childhood friend 
Rachel Moore, 
Jimmy observes a 

pair of men in black involved in some shady 
business. The men capture Jimmy and give him a 
poisonous substance to rub out their witness. But 
instead of killing him, it turns him into a little kid! 
Jimmy takes on the pseudonym Conan Edogawa 
and continues to solve all the difficult cases that 
come his way.  

  TEEN LONG  
  SERIES  
  20+ volumes 



Black cat    
Kentaro Yabuki   
YA GR F YAB   
 
Chronos, an 
organization bent on 
world peace, rules one 
third of the world's 
economy. To maintain 
the balance of the 
world, Chronos is 
therefore essential, 
and there is a need for 
people to protect 

Chronos. Thirteen special elite assassins each 
possess unique orichalcum-forged weapons and are 
called the Chrono Numbers, assassins who work for 
Chronos. When the thirteenth Chronos Number 
(Train Heartnet), also known as the infamous Black 
Cat, meets a Sweeper (licensed bounty hunter) 
named Saya Minatsuki, Train's morals and values 
are changed from those of Chronos's to those of his 
own. 

Library wars : 
love & war   
Kiiro Yumi & Hiro 
Arikawa  
YA GR F YUM  
 
In the near future, 
the federal 
government creates 
a committee to rid 
society of books it 
deems unsuitable. 
The libraries vow to 
protect their 

collections, and with the help of local governments, 
form a military group to defend themselves---the 
Library Forces! Iku Kasahara has dreamed of 
joining the Library Defense Force ever since one of 
its soldiers stepped in to protect her favorite book 
from being confiscated in a bookstore when she 
was younger. But now that she's finally a recruit, 
she's finding her dream job to be a bit of a 
nightmare.  

Pretty guardian 
Sailor Moon  
Naoko Takeuchi   
YA GR F TAK   
 
Teenager Usagi is not 
the best athlete, she's 
never gotten good 
grades, and, well, she's 
a bit of a crybaby. But 
when she meets a 
talking cat, she begins a 
journey that will teach 
her she has a well of 

great strength just beneath the surface and the 
heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as 
Sailor Moon!  

Death note   
Tsugumi Ohba & 
Takeshi Obata   
YA GR F OBA   
 
In Tokyo, a disaffected 
high-school student 
named Light 
Yagami finds the 
"Death Note", a 
mysterious black 
notebook which can kill 
anyone as long as the 
user knows both the 

target's name and face. Initially terrified of its god-
like power, Light considers the possibilities of the 
Death Note's abilities and kills high-profile Japanese 
criminals, then targeting international criminals. 
People start to notice… Can he keep his identity a 
secret?   

 TEEN  
 CLASSICS 
 



Kingdom 
hearts  
Shiro Amano   
J GR F AMA 
 
When a storm hits 
his island, fourteen-
year-old Sora is 
swept into a 
mysterious land 
where he meets 
Court Wizard 
Donald and Captain 
Goofy, who are on 
a mission to find 

King Mickey and return him to his throne at Disney 
Castle.  

Warrior's refuge   
Jolley, Hunter & Barry  
J GR F JOL  
 
Graystripe and Millie's 
journey to find 
Thunder Clan has only 
just begun when the 
pair is faced with a 
series of obstacles that 
seem insurmountable. 
Getting out of 
Twolegplace alive isn't 
nearly as simple as 
expected, and Millie's 

unfamiliarity with life in the wild makes it a challenge 
for Graystripe to keep them both moving forward. 
But just when a temporary refuge is in sight, conflict 
with a tribe of barn cats threatens to break the 
travelers apart for good!  

FukuFuku. 
Kitten tales    
Konami Kanata 
J GR F KON    
 
From the author 
of the New York 
Times manga 
best seller Chi's 
Sweet 
Home comes a 
delightful series of 
vignettes in the 
life of a kitten and 
her doting owner. 

To a young kitten, even the most mundane things 
appear fresh and exciting (and sometimes 
unpleasant or scary). Join FukuFuku on her journey 
and rediscover the world from a tiny cat's point of 
view.  

Yo-Kai Watch   
Noriyuki Konishi   
J GR F KON 
 
Nate Adams is 
just an average 
kid until the 
mysterious 
Whisper gives him 
the Yo-kai Watch. 
Now he can see 
what others 
cannot: Yo-kai of 
all shapes and 
forms!  

 
KIDS 

You can find other books in our online catalogue 
catalogue.gnb.ca 


